Footnotes to the Schedule
We summarize here the detailed footnotes to the schedule. They appear in the rightmost column
of the schedule listing, and are listed at the earliest date in the schedule when they are applicable;
many extend for a considerable time after they first appear. The first five footnotes apply to the
entire schedule. All of the footnotes are repeated here for clarity and information.
1. When two or three halls are scheduled, the relative priority listed in the schedule (in the
order listed from left to right) is the relative priority of the halls. For example, A/B/C
means that Hall A is the highest priority, Hall B has second priority, and Hall C has the
lowest priority. If one of the halls has an asterisk, it means that its priority is conditional,
and the conditions are given in appropriate footnotes at the beginning of the running of
the affected experiment. If the conditions are not met, then the remaining two halls will
have priority in the order listed.
2. Energies listed in the schedule for the halls receiving polarized beam are the actual,
delivered energies; they include the energy of the injector.
3. When polarized beam is delivered to all three halls, it is not, in general, possible to
provide pure longitudinal polarization to all users. We have optimized the beam energies
to provide the highest longitudinal polarization (generally over 90%) to all halls during
extended periods of scheduled two- and three-hall operation with polarization. For twohall operation we have occasionally used less than ideal linac energy settings when one or
more of the halls has a scheduled pass change in order to optimize polarization delivery
over the entire run. This avoids the loss of beamtime associated with a linac energy
change, and it avoids energy shifts in the hall that has no interest in changing energy at
the time of the transition in the other hall. See the note in the “polarization” subsection of
the text on the meaning of priority in the schedule; the note is attached below.
4. Historically we have determined the orientation of the polarization at the injector by
setting the Wien angle to a value that minimizes the differences between the hall
polarizations (by minimizing the dispersion) so long as this scheme does not result in a
reduction of the “sum of squares” figure of merit by more than 2% compared to the
optimum figure of merit as determined by summing the squares of the polarization
provided to all halls scheduled to receive polarized beam. We have had the additional
constraint that if minimizing the dispersion results in a loss of more than 2% relative to
the optimum figure of merit, we will revert to our earlier algorithm of setting the Wien
filter to maximize the overall figure of merit. In all cases involving polarized beam
delivery the setting of the Wien Filter shall be fixed throughout the running period unless
all parties scheduled to receive polarized beam agree to a different setting. However,
during the running of QWeak, a decision has been taken to give QWeak 100% longitudinal
polarization and to insist that Halls A and B take the polarization available consistent
with the QWeak requirements.
5. When polarized beam is provided at a new energy, as much time as necessary during the
first shift of polarized beam operation will be used to verify polarization in the halls. This
can be done by direct polarimetry in the hall(s) and/or by taking data on a reaction that is

adequately sensitive to the beam polarization. By the end of the first shift of production
running with polarized beam, the run coordinator(s) for any experiment(s) receiving
polarized beam must report to the Program Deputy that they have measured the beam
polarization and determined it to be acceptable. Otherwise, a measurement of the beam
polarization will be scheduled immediately. When the polarized beam energy is being
changed in only one hall (e.g. a “pass change”) then that hall should measure beam
polarization by the end of the first shift of production running. Further, if the change in
settings of the Wien filter are substantial, all three halls should measure and report beam
polarization by the end of the first shift of production running with the new setup.
6. Accelerator development time will be allocated 16 hours/week for the duration of this
schedule.
7. Collaborative test will be performed to determine the beam quality delivered to the halls
after a major down. Halls should be ready and locked at the start of the collaborative
checkout. If beam conditions meet the experiment’s requirements before the scheduled
time, the experiments will be able to use the beam time for production running.
8. Physics production running stops at the end of the owl shift.
9. The linac energy for the remainder of 6 GeV running will be divided between 1.066 GeV
and 1.098 GeV.

